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As stated at Moscow summit meeting on the nuclear safety, " We commit
ourselves to attaching the overriding priority to the safety of the nuclear
energy utilisation." The signing of the Nuclear Safety Convention by the
Russian Federation and the adoption of the Federal Law on the nuclear energy
use made It obligatory for us to follow the internationally formulated safety
guidelines. If the national regulations differ from International ones, according
to the fixed procedure the priority of the latter is considered to be higher. This
approach creates the prerequisites for the objective comparative assessment of
safety level as weD as the safety culture level during the operation of the NPPs.
The evidence in favour of the Leningrad NPP commitment to safety tasks, as

the case is in the international practice, is The Safety Policy Statement
document where safety is declared to be more significant than the power
generation related issues, with the entire responsibility for the safety provision
taken over by the operating utility. To avoid the situation when the stated
safety tasks and policy remain only a declaration, the organisational structure
of the operating utility was expanded to include The Safety Control
Department and The Quality Control Department whose tasks encompass the
control of the achieved safety level, development of recommendations,
measures and actions aimed at the safety culture improvement, assessment and
revision of the criteria and requirements to the personnel and management.
Each Individual at LNPP whose activity affects the plant safety has been
familiarised with The Safety Policy Statement document.
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The main directions of the safety culture which we follow at Leningrad NPP are
set forth in The Main Provisions On the Nuclear Power Plants Safety, the
regulating document of the high level specifying the safety-related issues. We
also follow the recommendations from the Report of the International
Consultative Group for Nuclear Safety " Safety Culture" ( Safety Series No. 75-
INSAG -4), ASCOT guidelines ( Guidelines on the self-assessment of the safety
culture and organisation of the ASCOT mission).

In compliance with the safety culture concept the management of LNPP
includes the process control service represented by the control rooms operators
under a unified command thus ensuring the independence of the operations
personnel from the administration who are not directly responsible for the
operation safety. In general the plant safety is essentially provided by
interrelations between the process control service and shops and departments.
Both the operations personnel and the subdivisions staff are responsible for the
operation of the plant as designed, they should ensure norms and regulations,
safe operation limits and conditions are followed, and provide in general for the
performance of the most important actions related to the plant safety. The
subdivisions staff are responsible for the status and safe operation of the
relevant equipment. The shift and subdivisions activities supervision is based
on a unified command principle.

The priorities have been established in the interrelations between the process
control service and the plant subdivisions:

- during the normal operation of the plant the so-called through shift, headed
by the Plant Shift Supervisor, incorporates the personnel from the duty shift of
the shops and departments headed by their shift supervisors;

- during the elimination of an emergency situation or an accident the personnel
of the shops and departments who are at their working places at that moment
including their heads, report to the Plant Shift Supervisor;

- during the normal operation of the plant the personnel who are not on duty
on the through shift work under the command of the heads of their
subdivisions.

To effectively provide for the plant safety the subdivisions staff should perform
the following duties with personal responsibility:
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to follow the process procedure- the main document covering norms,
regulations, limits and conditions for the safe operation of the plant;

- to staff the working places with the trained and qualified personnel. The
personnel training is based on the individual programmes taking into
consideration the encountered errors and realising the consequences of the
potential errors;

- to develop equipment and systems operating instructions specifying the
concrete actions for the personnel to undertake during the normal operation
and in case of emergency;

- to supply the working places with the required operation documentation,
manuals specifying the personnel actions to provide safety in cases of the
design-basis and beyond-the-designed-basis accidents, and to equip the working
places with the required tools and devices;

- to develop the procedures for the activities connected with nuclear risk and
to ensure nuclear and radiation safety for the staff to perform the
aforementioned activities as well as for the daily operation of the plant;

- to provide the conditions for the personnel to perform their duties;

- to make for the inspection of systems and equipment for serviceability and
their compliance with the design features, systems and equipment
maintenance, repair works and testing with the relevant documentation issued;

- to carry on activities aimed at the cultivation of the adequate attitude of the
staff towards the safety culture concept;

• to develop QA programmes for the plant and its subcontractors, supervise
the realisation of the above programmes requirements.

The subdivisions are responsible for:

the personnel to be trained adequately, terms and conditions for the
personnel work permit to be observed;

- the personnel knowledge examination to be in line with the schedule;
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- the adequacy of the technical documentation at the working places and the
compliance of the contents of the documentation with the accepted lists;

- availability and serviceability of tools and devices sufficient according to the
accepted lists;

- the serviceability of the transportation means and hoisting devices;

- the duty shift to be staffed completely;

- the provision of the personnel working under special permits, with protection
means;

- the timely technical certification, maintenance and repair of the main
equipment;

- the base metal inspection schedule to be followed;

- the adequate keeping of the technical documentation for the main equipment,
fittings and pipelines ( certificates, reports).

For the purpose of effective interaction the process control service should fulfil
the following:

foDow the process procedure;

control the operation mode of the equipment under normal operation,
scheduled outages, restarts, emergency situations and accidents;

provide for the timely and qualitative equipment preparation according
to requests and schedules;

detect causes for equipment failures and eliminate them;

investigate accidents, equipment failures, injuries and other violations
that happened during the shift and the persons involved should give written
explanations;

survey the equipment status. In case there are defects that cannot be
eliminated by the duty shift, a relevant entry should be made in the defect logs;
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check the safety systems in compliance with the procedure and
schedules;

assure timely walkdowns, visual inspections and making records in the
operations logs by the duty shift personnel;

control the integral radiation exposure dose for each shift worker and
take measures in order to limit the doses.

The process control service Is responsible for:

correctness and sequence of operations with equipment control organs,
process protections, automatics, block-systems as well as for acceptability of
operation modes resulting from switchovers;

accidents and equipment failures, injuries due to shift personnel errors,
wrong actions in eliminating emergencies at the equipment;

delays in taking the equipment out of service or restarting it due to shift
personnel errors, for the quality of the equipment acceptance after repair;

correctness of fulfilment of safety measures at maintenance and repair
works, their adequacy and relevance to the nature and place of the job,
correctness of work permits and completeness of pre-job instructions;

• adequate keeping of the technical and operations documentation and records
in this documentation during shifts;

- duty shift personnel to follow rules and requirements to the NPP operation.

The combination of the ways for the cultivation of the safety culture at LNPP
complies with the first level of the defence-in-depth during the plant operation,
he.:

- QA - adequacy of the set of procedures;

- conservative approach - application of the proven engineering and technical
practices for the development of the procedures and the personnel training;
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- safety culture - the staff attitude towards the safety assurance.

In the normal operation conditions the provision of the adequate QA is
guaranteed by the following factors:

- whether a situation is fully covered in the procedures

- whether the actions incorporated in the procedures are sufficiently detailed
on the basis of the step-by-step method.

The QA programmes concept Is based on the fact that at the present stage of
the plant operation due to the long-term experience there are real prerequisites
for the required quality if:

- the available procedures cover all the possible situations;

- the actions incorporated in the procedures are sufficiently detailed on the
basis of the step-by-step method;

- the activities are performed by the qualified personnel in compliance with
the manner and order set forth in the regulating document.

As an example - the systems and equipment switchover order.
The switching-over of the operating equipment in any operation mode is
performed only by the operations personnel having taken over a shift. All the
operational actions with the equipment are performed by two persons. That
one with a higher position acts as a supervisor who directs and checks the
switchover. Complicated and safety-Important switchover Is performed in
accordance with special check lists. Each action incorporated in the check list
has its number. Having been reviewed, the check list is signed by the person
who performed the actions, by the supervisor and by the person who issued the
command. The person who performs the actions and the supervisor check in-
situ the compliance of the tags on the equipment and switches involved. Once
the supervisor is sure that the correct switch has been chosen he reads out the
first action from the check list. The person to perform the action repeats it,
and once it is confirmed by the supervisor the action is performed by the
former. The supervisor marks the performed action in the check list and then
reads out the next one which is performed in the same order. In this step-by-
step manner all the actions enlisted are executed. In case of some doubt
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concerning the actions correctness or unexpected results, the switchover
actions are to be abandoned, checked in terms of their correctness and a new
check list is produced as required.

The systems and equipment testing, washing, trials, elimination of complex
failures, and setting-up of the systems and complex devices operational modes
are performed according to dedicated programmes. Once accepted and
approved by the site representatives of the regulatory Inspectorate of Russian
Federation GAN, these programmes are implemented The procedure is similar
to that used for the check lists.

The activities connected with the nuclear risk are executed by a special
technical decision which includes:

- the objective of these activities;

- the list of activities connected with the nuclear risk;

- technical measures and arrangements to provide nuclear safety;

- order to nominate a person responsible for the execution of activities
connected with the nuclear risk:

- criteria and control arrangements in terms of these activities correctness.

As a rule these activities are executed when a reactor is not on power.

Those were some aspects of the safety culture applied to the activities
associated with the plant systems and equipment.

The QA programme was adopted at LNPP, the content of the programme
complying with the international standards.

The Safety Control Department have developed the following documents:
" Provisions on annual reports on the safety culture level assessment at
Leningrad NPP"
" Provisions on the safety culture level self-assessment in LNPP subdivisions"
" Provisions on the organisation of the so-called * Day of Safety' at LNPP"

In 1996 the above documents were adopted and are to be followed.
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As for the achievements in the area of safety culture it should be mentioned
that this issue was highlighted on all the levels at the plant. The personnel was
advised that motivation towards high level of personal performance in their
duties is based not only on rewards or sanctions, but the individuals should
commit themselves to rigorous and prudent work on the basis of the necessary
skills and knowledge, common sense and responsibility. Hence the reduction of
the number of the power units scrams due to the erroneous actions of the
personnel ( human factor), i.e.

1992-8 1994-0 199€ - 1
1993 - 2 1995 -1

As for the problems, I would like to mention some of them.

1. The difficult financial situation resulted in

- the delays in the payment of the salary which psychologically affect the staff;

- the impediments to the full-scope and timely upgrade of the power units to
meet the requirements of the norms and regulations;

- impossibility to arrange for the ASCOT consultative group seminar on the
safety culture assessment.

2. Lack of the literature on safety culture issued in Russia. The relevant
information is accumulated, and this literature is likely to be produced by the
ISPPs. The LNPP experts are preparing the manual on the safety culture for
publishing.

3. Inadequate (sceptical) attitude of some representatives of the plant
management towards the safety culture.

4. More attention should be given to the maintenance personnel awareness of
the safety culture.
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MHHHCTepCTBO PoCCHHCKOH OeAepaiJHM no aTOMHOH 3HeprHM
3KcnAyaTHpyioiiia5i oprgLHw^aj^H^ "AeHHHrpaACKag A 3 C "

o noAHTHKe 6e3onacHOCTH npH 3KcnAyaTaijHH
H A 3 C .

1. y^HTHBan BajKHoe 3HaneHHe Toro, MTOGM HcnoAt3OBaHHe
SHepriTO 6WAO 6e3onacHMM, xopoiuo peryAHpyeMBiM H

2. nOATBep^KAai! Heo6xOAHMOCTB nOCTOHHHHX AeMCTBHH I1O
BbicoKoro ypoBHH o6m,eHr paAHau,H0HHOH H

HOH 5e3onacHocrH;

3. noATBep^KAafl, ^TO oTBeTCTBeHHOCTfc 3a 6e3onacHocTb Ae-
Ha 3KcnAyaTHpyK>meH opraHH3an,HH;

4. ripH3HaBa5i KyABTypy 6e3onacHocTH
ynpaBAeHHH H ee acpcpeKTHBHOcrb B CHcreMe rAy6oKo-

5. YqnTHBafl, MTO aBapHH Ha aTOMHLix cTaHii,HHX HMeKrr no-
TeHU,HaA TpaHcrpaHHHHoro

6. ripHHHMa^ BO BHHMaHHe KoHBeHij,Hio o HAepHOH 6e3onac-
HOCTH, A e K A a P a u , H 1 ° MOCKOBCKOH BCTpe^H Ha BMCiueM ypoBHe no
BonpocaM HAepHOH 6e3onacHOCTH, OeAepaABHMH 3aKOH 06 HC-

7. FIpHHHMaH o6H3aTeABCTBo npHMeHHTB ccpopMyAHpoBaH-
Ha Me^KAyHapoAHOM ypoBHe pyKOBOAHmne npHHininbi 6e3-

onacHOCTH
3CLRBAJieM,

opraHH3au,Hi! "AeHHHrpaACKafl A 3 C "
n,eAH:



MHHHcrepcTBO PoccHftcxofi no 3HeprHH

BbicoKoro ypoBHR 6e3onacnocmu npu 3KC—

u na gpyrux smanax Mii3HeHHoro U,UKACI sneprodAOKOB
A3C Hd ocnoBe npusepjKenHocmn K OesynpennoMy

Bcex geucnwuu, BAURIOVHUX na 6e3onacHOcmh, CHIOBR

on HeodxoguMocmu 6e3onacnocmh Bbiuie BonpocoB Bhipa6omKU
mpniu.

• Co3gamie u noggepxawie 9<p(peKmuBHi>ix cpegcnw 3aw,umbi
nomeHHUQAbRou paguau,uoHHou onacHocmu, c meyi , nrnodbi

iw,umumh omgeAbHbix AUIJ, o6w,ecmBo B u,eAOM u oKpyjKaiowyto
legy om Bpegnoro BO3geucmBiisi

ripegomBpameHue aBaputi. c paguoAonmecKUMii nocAeg—

nocraBAeHEUbix neAeii

1. HcnoAb3yeT aTOMHyio CTaHnnio TOABKO

>pbix OHa cnpoeKTHpoBaHa H nocrpoeHa;
KO-

2. C noMoin>io aHaAH3a, Ha6AK>AeHHiit ncntrraHHii H
ocymecTBAHer npoBepKy peaKTopHHx ycraHOBOK Ha

IcooTBeTCTBHe TexHirqecKoro COCTOHHUH H ycAOBHft HX 3KciiAyaTa-
| 6oBaHHHM npoeKTa, AGHCTByioiimM Hau,HOHaAbHbiM Tpe6o-

no 6e3onacHocTH H 3KcnAyaTan,HOHHHM npeAeAaM H ycAO-
BHHM;

3. Pa3pa6aTWBaerr H nporpaMMH o6ecneHeHHH

4. npoBOAHT pa6ory no (Jx>pMnpoBaHHio KyAbTypu 6e3onac-
IHOCTH y pyKOBOAHTeAen Bcex ypoBHeii H nepcoHaAa; opraHH3yeT
InpoBepKy H caMooi^eHKy ypoBHH KyABTypw 6e3onacHocTM;

5. FIpHHHMaeT Mepu A^51 Toro, MTO6LI BO Bcex 3KCiiAyaTai;H-
OHHEJX COCTOHHHHX paAHan^ioHHoe BO3AeHCTBHe na nepcoHaA H Ha-

H a pa3yMHO AOCTH^CHMOM HH3K0M ypoB-

POOR QUALITY
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MHHHCrepcTBO PoccKftcKoft Oe^ppaj^HH no aTOMHoft 3HeprHH

6. Pa3pa6aTMBaeT mvaHM aBapHHHtix MeponpHHTHH Ha IIAO-

H 3a npe/^eAaMH nAomaAKH, KOTopue nepnoAiraecKH crrpa-
6aTHBaiarcfl H KOTopue oxBaTHBaior A^HTeAbHocTb
ocymecTBAeHHio B CAy^ae aBaproraoH cmyai^ra;

7. Pa3pa6aTHBaeT H ocymecTBAaeT nporpaMMbi c6opa H
AH3a HHdpopMaÊ HH 06 onHTe 3KcnAyaTan^[H, npHHHMaer MepH no

pe3yABTaTaM H

8. ITAaHHpyeT H npoBOAHT "JSpvi 6e3onacHocrH" H
r 6e3onacHocTH;

9. Co3Aaer pecypcu AAH o6ecne^eHHH (J)yHKn,HH 6e3onac-
HOCTH;

10. Pa3pa6aTMBaeT H ocymecTBAaeT cHcreMy
6e3onacHofl pa6oTti;

11. IlOAA^^MB367 CBH3H C OSmeCTBeHHOCTfelO H MeCTHWMH
opraHaMH BAacrH. OpraHH3yer pacnpocrpaHeHHe HHdpopMaî HM o
pa6oTe AeHHHrpaACKOH A3C B cpeACTBax MaccoBOH HHdx>pMai;HH;

12. Co3AaeT BO3MÔ CHOCTb nepcoHaAy
no BonpocaM 6e3onacHocTH; c noMomBio KOMHCCHH no KyAKrype
6e3onacHocrH npoBOAHT MaccoByio pa6oTy B

,3C no (jK>pMHpoBaHHK> KyAKrypu 6e3onacHocTH; co3AaeT
BHH H opramwyeT HHdx>pMHpoBaHHe nepcoHaAa o noAHTHKe pyxo-

sKCiiAyaTHpyiomeH opraHH3an^HH H aTOMHofl craHn^iH no
6e3onacHocrH.

opraHH3ai;Hn
A3C"

AHpeKTop AA3C
AOKTOp TeXHHHeCKHX

np>o4>eccop

. FI .Enep HH

I996r.
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Minbtry of the Ruttian Federation for Atomic Energy
"Leningrad Nuclear Power PlanfOperating Utility

In order to achieve the aforementioned goals the operating utility
shall:

1. Use the nuclear power plant solely for the purpose it has been
designed and constructed for;

2. Check the reactor installations for their technical and operation
condition conformity to the design requirements, current national
safety standards as well as operation limits and conditions using
analysis, surveillance tests and inspections;

3. Develop and implement quality assurance programs;

4. Work on safety culture development at all layers of management
and staff; organize checks and self-assessment of safety culture level;

5. Take measures in order to maintain the radiation impact on the
personnel and public as low as reasonably achievable in all operational
modes;

6. Develop emergency plans covering all the activities to be carried
out both on-sitc and off-site in case of emergency and drill them on a
periodical basis;

7. Develop and implement data collection and analysis programs
concerning operation experience and take measures with due regard to
the results obtained and conclusions drawn;

8. Plan and carry out "Days of Safety" and meetings on safety
issues;

9. Develop resources for safety functions provision;

10. Develop and implement a system of bonuses as an incentive for
safe operation;

11. Maintain public relations and communications with the local mass
media; Facilitate releasing of information on Leningrad NPP operation
into mass media;

12. Create the possibility for the personnel to submit proposals on
safety issues; work with the personnel on safety culture development
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Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy
"Leningrad Nuclear Power PlanTOperating Utility

STATEMENT

on safety policy in Leningrad NPP operation

1. Taking into consideration the significance of nuclear energy safe,
well-controlled and ecologically rational use;

2. Confirming the necessity of continuous maintenance of a high
level of general, radiation and nuclear safety;

3. Confirming that the responsibility for safety rests with the
operating utility;

4. Accepting safety culture as a basic management principle and
confirming its effectiveness in the defense-in-depth system;

5. Taking into consideration the fact that accidents at nuclear power
plants are potentially transnational;

6. Taking into account Convention on Nuclear Safety, Declaration of
the Moscow summit on nuclear safety issues and the Federal Law on the
use of nuclear energy;

7. Committing ourselves to being guided by the internationally
accepted safety principles

we state

that the goals of operating utility "Leningrad Nuclear Power Plant" arc
as follows:

• Achievement of a high safety level during operation and other stages
of the Leningrad NPP power units life time on the basis of
commitment towards a steady fulfilment of all the activities having an
impact on safety, placing safety issues , when necessity arises, before
power generation considerations.

• Development and maintenance of efficient means of protection against
potential radiation hazard in order to protect individuals, public at
large as well as environment from effect of ionizing radiation.

• Prevention of accidents with radiological consequences.



Minktry of the Rimian Federation for Atomic Energy
"Leningrad Nuclear Power PlanfOperating Utility

aided by the Safety Culture Commission; create conditions for making
the personnel acquainted with the operating utility and nuclear power
plant management policy in safety ensuring issues.

A.P.Eperin, Prof., Dr. Sc. (Tech.)
Manager, Operating Utility
Director, Leningrad NPP

02 July, 1996
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